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Jesse Owens, an indestructible athlete, overcame challenges

resulting from racial segregation in the United States and broke

barriers by showing perseverance through sports. His courage and

confidence led him to prevail in the absence of community support,

lack of recognition from his own country’s government, and the

obvious prejudice against Blacks from Nazi Germany. Owens

became a brave role model and a tower of strength for other African

American athletes who followed in his celebrated footsteps for

decades to come.



BACKGROUND



During the 1930’s, Germany and America had distinctive

differences, however, the countries were also similar. Racial

inequalities occured in both countries. In democratic America,

African Americans were unfairly suppressed and discriminated

against, while in Nazi Germany the Jewish ethnicity was suffering

great torture in concentration camps.



AMERICAN AFFAIRS



In the 1930’s there was explicit segregation and

racism in America. Democratic President Franklin

D. Roosevelt was in office. America was over 25

years away from a solution for segregation. In

1935, America experienced economic problems

following The Great Depression.



GERMAN AFFAIRS



Germany experienced economic hardship

resulting from World War 1. Hitler, the Nazi

leader, emerged as dictator of Germany in 1933.

Hitler believed that the Aryans were superior to

the Jews. He despised Jews, the disabled, and

Blacks, all who suffered dreadfully under

Hitler’s corrupt power.



For the first time, Jesse Owens made it

possible for the world to support an African

American role model. He surprised people

by making the front page of many

newspapers.

SHORT TERM IMPACT



Owens’ collective contributions led athletes like  Allyson Felix, 

Simone Biles, and Carl Lewis to realize high recognition for their 

accomplishments . Landmarks in America and Berlin are named 

after the famed athlete. Tributes to his legacy continue today. 

LONG TERM



OLYMPIC EVOLUTION



Germany’s 1936 Olympic Games 

● First torch relay ceremony - Nazi party modernized Greek

traditions attempting to display political domination.

● First televised Olympics - Hitler hoped to show Aryan

supremacy.

● Oak leaf crowns replace olive for winners - German oak trees

grow massive in size/strength. Hitler thought this

symbolized Germany’s greatness.

● More countries represented than any other Olympics -



CONCLUSION



The appeal and adoration for sports around the 

world causes spectators and athletes to unite for a 

common cause.  Owens’ influence through sports 

was so immense that it broke racial barriers  

creating powerful changes for African Americans 

and society overall.



MEDIA



(Media)  Jesse Owens said,....

“While at the Olympic Games, I had the opportunity to meet the King of 
England. I had the opportunity to wave at Hitler, and I had the 
opportunity to talk with the King of Sweden, and some of the greatest 
men in Europe. Some people say Hitler snubbed me. But I tell you, 
Hitler didn't snub me—it was our president who snubbed me. The 
president didn't even send me a telegram. I am not knocking the 
President. Remember, I am not a politician. But remember that the 
President did not send me a message of congratulations because people 
said he was too busy.” Jesse Owens, 1936



Although Owens was not properly acknowledged in 1936, his 

legacy thrives throughout history. 
1976, Owens  awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom by President Ford

1980 Owens  Died from lung dis eas e complications

1980 Chicago s chool named for Owens

1983- entered US Olympic Hall of Fame

1984  J es s e Owens  s treet and s chool opens  in Berlin

1990 - Pres ident Bus h Pres ented Congres s ional  Medal of Honor

1996- J es s e Owens  mus eum in Alabama opens

1998- A Us  pos tage s tamp featured the iconic  a thlete

1998-2001  J es s e Owens  s tadium cons tructed at Ohio State Univers ity

2016 US Olympic Committee created the J es s e Owens  Olympic Spirit award
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  Process Paper 

National History Day 

Theme: Breaking Barriers in History 

My Topic: Jesse Owens the Gold Standard for Breaking Barriers  

How did I choose the topic? 

My interest in Olympic events, especially gymnastics, inspired this research 

project. When I see the success of Simone Biles, I would like to understand the history 

behind the opportunities she has, along with other African American athletes we 

applaud today.  This is important because many individuals in history have paved the 

way for modern-day athletes to compete nationally and internationally without the fear of 

discrimnation. As my research developed, I began to learn more about events, details, 

and athletes that influenced the games’ history.  I also began to learn that even though 

discrimination and racism were apparent during Jesse Owens’ triumphent Olympic 

performance, he will be remembered for impacting the process of breaking segregation 

barriers.  

How did I conduct the research?  

I have many different types of sources in both the primary and secondary categories. I 

referenced books, videos, movies, websites, articles, and pictures. For example, some of the 

websites used included the following: The Library of Congress, United States Holocaust 

Memorial Museum,and the History Channel. Other resources I used are featured in the 

accompanying annotated bibliography. I used multiple pictures and videos to help build 

the theme of Jesse Owens’ athletic perseverance during the historical times of 



segregation and international problems with racial inequality. Finally, I watched the 2016 

movie “The Race”, a drama of the story of Jesse Owens and his track and field career. 

Why did I choose this category and how did I create the project? 

The exhibit presented an option for me to show my creativity. I enjoy art and 

designing displays. I also like doing “hands-on” activities and adding my own touch of 

artistic flare.  The project required two tri-fold poster boards, paper, glue, scissors, 

props, printed pictures, titles, rulers, sticker letters, paint, hinges, ribbon, tape and 

wooden sticks. The photos, pictures, and videos were significant in making the visual 

exhibit. Careful planning of the display design helped me showcase not only Owens’ 

personal success, but the darkness of the Nazi world and America’s history of 

segregation. Finally, I printed pictures that illustrated Owens’ bravery and his ability to 

break barriers for future African American competitors.  

How does my topic relate to the theme? 

The 1936 Olympics is significant to the NHD 2020 theme, “Breaking Barriers'', 

because it reflects an amazing history of advancements for African Americans in the 

United States through athleticism. Not only did Jesse Owens face barriers of 

discrimnation in Germany, he also faced segregation at home, and opposition from 

those with whom he identified the most, Blacks in America. Owens was able to push 

past the restrictions put against him of competing in other countries, the lack of 

recognition from the Chancellor of Germany, and the complete disregard of his home 

country, America. 

 



 

National History Day 

Annotated Bibliography  

Breaking Barrier in History 

Jodi Gist 

Jesse Owens: The Gold Standard for Breaking Barriers  

 Primary Sources 

Letter 

“An Olympian Effort: The Story of Jesse Owens in the Library of Congress Primary Sources”  

“Jesse Owens.” The Library of Congress, www.loc.gov/item/2004672056/.”  

I used this article and letter because it gave me more information about the 1936 

Olympics. There were  actual quotes from the people who contributed to this historical 

event. Also,  it has a copy of a letter to Jesse Owens from the leader of the NAACP, 

Walter White,  who did not want Jesse Owens to participate in the 1936 games because 

America was not addressing the problem of segregation.  

 

The New York Times, The New York Times, 

archive.nytimes.com/www.nytimes.com/library/national/race/080336race-ra.html 

This article helped me  discover an actual autobiography from Walter White, which he 

sent to Owens hoping to convince him not to participate in the Olympic games. I 

understand now when reading  White’s  biography the reasons he did not want him to 



participate. I have a deeper understanding of the fight for equal rights in America as well 

as the personal conflict Owens must have faced.  

Pictures:  

“ When Owens Beat Hitler, And the Olympics Changed.” Morning Edition, 27 July 2011 

Gale In Context: High School, 

http://link.gale.com/apps/doc/A262600777/SUIC?u=gahenry&sid=SUIC&xid=7cf604 

 Accessed 28 Dec. 2019. ( Media Picture)  

 

Hutson, Wendell. “Roseland Elementary School Renamed After Jesse Owens” DNAinfo, 28  

March 2014,  

https://www.dnainfo.com/chicago/20140328/roseland/south-side-elementary-school-rena 

med-after-jesse-owens/ 

 

“Jesse Owens.” IMDb, IMDb.com, www.imdb.com/name/nm0654389/.   

Jesse Owens practicing for the 1936 games at Ohio State University. I used this picture to  

provide a reference for understanding his college environment and where he started his  

preparation for the Olympic team. (Exhibit picture # 1) 

 

“Jesse Owens” https://www.ushmm.org/exhibition/olympics/?content=jewish_athletes_more.  

From left to right: Jesse Owens, Ralph Metcalfe, Foy Draper, and Frank Wykoff. This is 

the American Team that competed in the relay race and placed first at the games I used 



this picture on my board to represent the athletes who participated in the 1936 Olympics. 

(Exhibit picture #2; Media Picture)   

 

Kruger, Brian and Moorehouse, B. “Decency, justice and the Michigan-OSU rivalry: The story 

of Jesse Owens and Gerald Ford” The Livingston Post, 22 Jan. 2017,  

https://thelivingstonpost.com/decency-justice-and-the-michigan-osu-rivalry-the-story-of-j

esse-owens-and-gerald-ford/  (Media Picture) 

 

“Statue of Jesse Owens Outside His Track Stadium at The Ohio State University, His Alma 

Mater.: Ohio State University, Ohio State Buckeyes, Jesse Owens. ” 

https://ohiostatebuckeyes.com/sports/m-soccer/facilities/jesse-owens-stadium  

This is a picture of the statue of Jesse Owens in front of Ohio State University in honor of  

his accomplishments. This photograph was used on the exhibit to demonstrate how Jesse 

Owens’ legacy continues today. (Exhibit Picture #3; Media picture) 

 

“Berlin Olympics” 

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/nazi-built-venue-1936-berlin-olympics-host-all-je

wish-games-n397036 ( Getty Images)  

Hitler looked at the events of the 1936 Olympics in Berlin.  This photograph was used on 

the exhibit to display the state of affairs and the environment that Jesse Owens had to 

compete in. (Exhibit Picture #4). 

 



“Berlin 1936 Olympic Games” 

https://www.britannica.com/event/Berlin-1936-Olympic-Games#/media/1/972375/271 

      Jesse Owens receiving a gold medal on a podium saluting his country. This photograph 

helped me to understand the pride Owens must have felt when receiving his awards. 

(Exhibit picture # 5) 

 

“ Owens with Ford”  https://ohiostatebuckeyes.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/7-1976_owens 

_with_fords-300x171.jpg  In this picture Jesse Owens is honored with the Presidential  

Medal of Freedom. This is a photograph used on the exhibit to demonstrate how Jesse  

Owens had to wait for years before being recognized for his contributions. (Exhibit  

picture # 6) 

 

https://i0.wp.com/www.winterwatch.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Jesse-Owens-long-jump-1936

.jpg?fit=600%2C350&ssl=1&w=640 

 The picture represents Jesse Owens in mid-air participating in the long jump that won him 

first place. This picture reminded me how Luz helped to get Owens through this event. 

(Exhibit picture #7) 

  

“Holocaust Education-Touring Europe” 14 July 2011, 

http://travelingteacher2011.blogspot.com/2011/07/authentic-holocaust-sites-in-and-around.html 

(Media Picture) 



Berlin 1936 Olympic Games 

https://www.britannica.com/event/Berlin-1936-Olympic-Games#/media/1/972375/2716  

 Jesse Owens on the podium after receiving a medal at the Olympics. (Exhibit picture # 8) 

 

“Segregation” //www.loc.gov/exhibits/creating-the-united-states/declaration-legacy.html#obj12 

An example of American Affairs which were segregation and unfair laws. This is a harsh 

reality for the political times in which Owens lived. (Exhibit picture #9) 

 

“Coverage of Jesse Owens's 1936 Olympic Victories.” NewseumED, 2020 

https://newseumed.org/curated-stack/coverage-jesse-owenss-1936-olympic-victories  

This newspaper article displays Jesse Owens on the front page of the Cleveland Press. 

(Exhibit picture #10; Media Picture) 

 
 
https://www.alamy.com/1936-columbus-evening-dispatch-front-page-berlin-olympics-and-jesse-

owens-image257327296.html  

 Jesse Owens on the front of the newspaper where he set two Olympic Marks. (Exhibit 

picture # 11) 

 

“Jesse Owens Timeline” https://pin.it/32LXA6PP3BPO23  

This is a brief timeline of Jesse Owens, Carl Lewis , Usain Bolt, who impacted our history 

in different eras through Olympic events.  This showed me all the different ways he was 

compared to future athletes. This made me think that if Jesse Owens were to look back now 



he would see how meaningful he was for so many that followed in his footsteps.  (Exhibit 

picture # 12) 

 

“Anti-Semitism”. History.com editors. History, 1 March 2019,  

https://www.history.com/topics/holocaust/anti-semitism 

This picture gave me a visual of the Jewsih people during the 1930’s. I can see the star  

the Germans made Jews wear on their clothes to identify them. They also seem very sad  

which is true to the hurt they were experiencing. 

United States Olympic Committee. “USOC Announces Second Annual Jesse Owens Olympics  

Spirit Award to be presented to Allyson Felix at 2017 Team USA Awards Presented by 

Dow” Team USA, 28 Nov. 2017, 

https://www.teamusa.org/News/2017/November/28/USOC-Announces-Second-Annual-Je

sse-Owens-Olympic-Spirit-Award-To-Be-Presented-To-Allyson-Felix (Media Picture) 

 

Movie/Videos:    

“Hitler's Olympics.” Netflix, 1 Aug. 2016, https://www.netflix.com/title/80107987. 

A documentary of Jesse Owens that helped me get a better visual understanding of the 

1936 Olympics. It also helped me understand the people who played key roles in the 

Olympics. Additional featured events that occurred was that the Jews had no rights and 

could not participate. This is a primary source because it had live videos and contributors 

from and in the games.  

 



“Jesse Owens Wins 100m Gold-Berlin 1936 Olympics.” YouTube, uploaded by Olympic, 13  

Nov. 2013, https://youtu.be/QXE6wtvT4sY (Media Video) 

 

1936 Olympics. Video. Britannica School, Encyclopedia Britannica, 7 Dec. 2019. 

school.eb.com/levels/middle/assembly/view/194123. Accessed 28  Dec. 2019.  

When watching the 1936 Olympics video, I got an improved understanding of Nazi  

domination and how it was proved wrong. Hitler was astonished with Jesse Owens’  

talents and his winnings along with the cheerful and  loud crowd.  

 

 “ Jesse Owens at the Berlin Olympics in 1936.”   YouTube ,  uploaded by Lope, Beny, 24 May,  

 2016 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1inifMJ0xio.  

When I watched this video, I felt like I was actually at the Olympics. I got a chance to see  

who participated in the Olympics,  watched Jesse Owens as he ran the races, and saw the 

opening ceremony, which was the torch relay. This also helped me compare the current 

Olympics to previous Olympics. The comparison between the two is significantly 

different in many ways .  

 

“ The Nazi Olympics: Berlin 1936” YouTube, uploaded by United States Holocaust Memorial  

Museum.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gNKlxcqLKcM. 

When watching this documentary, I saw real people who either watched or participated in 

the 1936 Olympics. For example, I saw a woman who was Jewish but a few days prior to 



the games she was recalled from participating. The video featured Jesse Owens’ first 

place accomplishments in various races and other events.  

 

Secondary Sources 

Movie  

The Race. Directed by Stephen Hopkins, performances by Stephan James, Jason 

Sudeikis, David Kross, and Shanice Banton, director’s cut, Focus Features, 2016.   

Articles online 

"Jesse Owens." Britannica School, Encyclopædia Britannica, 5 Aug. 2019.  

school.eb.com/levels/middle/article/Jesse-Owens/276233. Accessed 13 Nov. 2019. 

This article is mainly about the life events of Jesse Owens. Minor focus was on him 

participating in the 1936 Olympics. In the beginning it gives  brief facts on the Olympics 

which give background information on what  Jesse Owens had to do to qualify to 

participate in the games. This helped me understand  the events and opportunities of Jesse 

Owens. Later in the article, the majority of the paragraph focuses on Jesse Owens and his 

life. This is a secondary source because the writing was not written by Jesse Owens 

himself or during that time.  

Berkes, Howard. “Nazi Olympics Tangled Politics and Sport.” NPR, NPR, 7 June 2008, 

 https://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=91246674.  

When I read this article I got information on the difference before and after the olympics. 

For instance, before Jesse Owens won gold medals at the 1936 Olympics Blacks and 

Jews were treated  unfairly. After Jesse won and proved Hitler's thoughts of German 



superiority wrong, there was still segregation in America. Also, while reading this I got 

information on Hitler's real intentions on hosting the Olympics. Such as, publicizing the 

racial discrimnation of Jews. Jesse Owens made a huge impactful start to the process of 

breaking racial barriers in not only Germany but also in the U.S.  

 

Chamberlain, Craig. “'Race': A Historian Looks at Jesse Owens' Impact on Germany and the  

U.S.” ILLINOIS, 19 Feb. 2016, https://blogs.illinois.edu/view/623 1/327894.  

This article contains information  before, during, and after the 1936 Olympics. It 

explains  how Berlin Germany was hosting the Olympics when Hitler came to power. 

Also it talked about the current boycotts against the Olympics, especially with it being 

held in that facility. Then I  gained further understanding of what happened after the 

Olympics. Germany treated all races the same and had heavy propaganda.  Their 

intentions was to show they supremacy of the Nazi’s and  the Aryans.  

Books  

Gentry, Tony, and Heather Lehr. Wagner. Jesse Owens, Champion Athlete. Chelsea House  

Publishers, . 

When reading the book about Jesse Owens I got a better understanding of his childhood 

and adulthood. For example, I got an enhanced and comprehensive look  at  Jesse’s 

athletic world records, the records for all the races and jumps in which he participated 

and won.  The text also talked about Jesse’s, coaches, family and the beginning of his 

career.  Then they talked about Jesse when he was young and the author explained how 



poor he was because his parents were former slaves. He and his family got better 

financially as he grew older and started his track career.  

Coffey, Wayne R. Jesse Owens. Blackbirch Press, 1992.  

This book gives me an understanding of Jesse Owens childhood challenges and as he 

progresses his life continually gets better. This book is a secondary source because a 

separate author wrote  the book not Jesse Owens or a family member. His family was 

poor. 
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